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Buried and long forgotten, the head of a giant Lenin statue is set
to make a comeback in the German capital a quarter-century
after the fall of the Berlin Wall. The Soviet leader will gaze again

on the people when the 3.5 ton piece is resurrected from its current
grave-a sandpit under a pile of rocks home to a colony of lizards. The
goateed head of Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, alias Lenin, is to be
unearthed, trucked across Berlin and displayed in a line-up of histori-
cal sculptures marking the end of an odyssey that started in the Cold
War. “Lenin was always set to be part of the exhibition because it’s a
special statue, given its size alone,” said Andrea Theissen, curator of
the Citadel Spandau hosting the exhibition from September.

A similarly oversized bust of Lenin starred in the award-winning
2003 comedy-drama “Good Bye Lenin!” showing the Russian revolu-
tionary leader suspended from a helicopter, unceremoniously carted
over the roofs of a reunited Berlin. That scene never actually took
place, but the real-life journey of the statue has been no less dramatic.

People power 
Once upon a time, the 1.7 meter (five feet) high head was part of a

Lenin statue carved from Ukrainian pink granite that towered 19
meters (62 feet) above East Berlin, framed by Soviet pre-fab apart-
ment tower blocks. It was designed by Nikolai Tomsky, then president
of the Soviet Academy of Arts, and its massive stone blocks were
hauled to the socialist brother-state in a convoy of trucks. The statue
was inaugurated before 200,000 people on April 19, 1970, three days
before the 100th anniversary of Lenin’s birth, and stayed there for 31
years, dominating a square named after the Bolshevik revolutionary.

After a wave of people power brought down the Wall and the Iron
Curtain, sending Lenin and Marx statues toppling across eastern
Europe, the Berlin icon too became a lightning rod for public anger. It
was at “the heart of citizen protests and of debates in the Berlin gov-
ernment assembly”, said Theissen. The first mayor of reunited Berlin,
the conservative Eberhard Diepgen, ordered its removal in late 1991,
wanting to rid the city of an icon of a “dictatorship where people were
persecuted and murdered”. The statue was painstakingly disassem-
bled over months as workers cut through granite, concrete and steel
beams inside, splitting Lenin into about 120 parts. The pieces then
were trucked to a secluded forest in Berlin’s far southeast and buried
in sandy earth, a location chosen for reasons that are now lost to his-
tory.

Politically sensitive 
For long it seemed Lenin’s head would remain buried in the sand,

despite city pledges to send it to the Spandau exhibit. As recently as
August 2014, the Berlin government claimed no-one knew exactly
where it was and that excavating it would be too costly anyway.
“That’s when I contacted the Berliner Zeitung (newspaper) and I told
them, I know where it is,” laughs Rick Minnich, a Berlin-based US doc-
umentary filmmaker.

The Californian, together with a German friend, had used shovels
to unearth the head back in the early 90s and filmed the scene for a
“mockumentary”, since posted on YouTube. “Last summer, someone
decided the head would not be excavated, and it was the huge press
reaction that put very heavy pressure on the local government to ful-
fill the promise it had made,” he said. Berlin’s administration admitted
it had dragged its feet on the matter. “To the question of whether this
is politically sensitive, I think we should say yes,” said Petra Rohland,
Berlin city spokeswoman for development and the environment.

“It has been 25 years since the fall of the Wall and we naturally
thought: is it wise to have Lenin pass through the city and exhibit him
in a museum?” The exhibit organizers finally convinced the city
administration to go ahead. But then Lenin’s return ran into another
unexpected obstacle-the lizards. —AFP

A photo dated November 13, 1991, shows workers removing the head of a statue representing late Soviet leader Vladimir
Ilyich Lenin during its demolition on the Lenin platz in Berlin.

After ‘Goodbye Lenin’, 
a Berlin resurrection

A photo dated from summer 1991, shows a statue represent-
ing late Soviet leader Vladimir Ilyich Lenin on the Lenin platz
in Berlin. — AFP photos

Crown jewel of Connecticut state
parks: Hammonasset Beach 

Downtown Madison, Connecticut, has the feel of a beach
town, though the beach itself is nearly 2 miles away. In
addition to shops and restaurants, the town has one of

the best independent bookstores in the state and a century-old
independent movie theater. For sand and shore, head to
Madison’s Hammonasset Beach State Park, often called the
crown jewel of Connecticut’s state parks.

Hammonasset, located on Long Island Sound, offers more
than a day at the beach. Visitors to Connecticut’s largest shoreline
park can explore its wetlands and woodlands and get up close to
the dunes from a boardwalk. You can also bike, hike, kayak, camp,
study nature or just watch birds.

Classic attractions
The Madison Art Cinemas, which opened more than 100 years

ago, screens first-run independent art and foreign and domestic
films. Once used as a gym with a basketball court beneath its
wooden floor, it also serves as a community center.

Make sure to visit R.J. Julia Booksellers in downtown Madison.
You can spend hours browsing and if you visit at the right time,
you can attend a book meeting with authors. The store has
drawn Caroline Kennedy, Julie Andrews and Gene Wilder - not
bad for a town 100 miles from Manhattan with a population of
18,000. At Hammonasset, Meigs Point Nature Center is home to
turtles, snakes, amphibians, crabs and fish. Many of the animals
were taken to the center because of injuries and cannot be
returned to the wild. The center offers programs and lectures
about marine life, the history of Indian communities in the area,
oceanography, lessons about animal tracks and other topics.
Summer hours are 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Tuesday-Sunday.

The state is building a new nature center that can accommo-
date large school groups and provide interpretive and education-
al program work spaces and exhibits. It’s due to open next year
and will include geothermal heating and cooling, solar power
panels to generate electricity.

Tips
To avoid a parking fee at Hammonasset, bring your bicycle.

Park your car at any parking lot at shopping areas in Madison and
ride the 1.8-mile trip along Route 1, known locally as the Boston
Post Road, to the Hammonasset park. Free bike racks are avail-
able. For non-residents driving to the park, weekend parking is
$23.40, weekdays $15.95. The eastern trailhead of the Shoreline
Greenway Trail is at Hammonasset. The trail extends a mile along
the peninsula overlooking marshland and can be used for walk-
ing, biking and cross-country skiing. It’s also wheelchair-accessi-
ble.—AP

This undated photo released by the Connecticut
Department of Tourism shows a beach path at
Hammonasset Beach State Park in Madison, Conn. — AP


